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T

he owners of this 1960s home were concerned that, because their house is oriented at a 90- degree angle to the
road, no one could tell which side was the front. The designers at Gardiner and Larson Homes came up with the
perfect solution: draw attention to the main entry door by changing
both the architecture and the driveway and landscaping. “The home
had a two-level, Southern-type porch, which looked a bit out of place
on the house,” explained Judith Larson. “So we removed the upper
level, revised the roofline and raised the height of the columns and
porch ceiling of the main entry porch across the front.” Judith also
added a custom decorative porch roof balustrade to draw attention
to that side of the house, so people would recognize it as the front.
The Gardiner Larson design team renovated much of the interior
space and created an addition with a large private office, bedroom and
bathroom. Renovations include a more open foyer, dining room, updated laundry room, widened hallways, and custom window seat and

32

bookcases. “Perhaps most important, we replaced a steep and narrow
main stair with a wide and gently rising stair with a graceful volute,”
Judith said. “This made a huge difference to the feel of the house.”
Her team also recognized the need to open up the interior spaces
and to enhance the flow and natural light. “Most of the homes built
in this time period have eight-foot ceilings, rather than the nine- to
ten-foot that are more common today,” she said. “We compensated
by adding many large windows and enlarging openings between rooms,
often removing doors altogether.”
BUILDER
Gardiner & Larson
New Canaan, Ct 06840
203.972.1409
gardinerlarsonhomes.com

www.eastcoasthomepublishing.com
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Gypset Travel
assouline.com

Design by Sara Baldwin for New Ravenna, The Aurelia from
Delft Collection is a modern American interpretation of a centuries old familiar craft, . Shown here is a hand cut jewel glass
mosia shown in Lapis, Lazuli, Lolite, Mica, Absolute White and
Blue Spinel.
jamieshop.com
Ibiza Lounge Collection
restorationhardware.com

The Jenning Brutalist Ribbon
Table Lamp will dazzle in the
modern home with striking illumination, simple geometric
designs and bold metal done
in a gold leaf finish.
zincdoor.com
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Zanzibar Ticking Woven Cotton Rug
dashandalbert.annieselke.com
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